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”What is SocieTerra?”
By choosing SocieTerra Funds and 2.3
Portfolios,
you are
investing responsibly, as they enable you to invest
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...
your money in companies with good financial results and responsible business practices.

DESJARDINS’ RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT STRATEGIES2
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of Canadian assets are
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responsible investing principles.
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”How does it work?”
1. Financial analysis

To qualify as a SocieTerra investment, a company listed on the stock market is subject
to a rigourous selection process:

1. Financial analysis
As with all traditional funds, each company’s financial health is assessed.
2. Exclusion screening

3. ESG assessment

ICÔNES SOCIETERRE
SocieTerra
Portfolios

2. Exclusion screening
Companies in the tobacco, arms and nuclear energy industries are excluded.
3. Corporate environmental, social and governance practices (ESG)
	The company’s activities and operating methods are assessed according to environmental,
social and governance criteria (ESG).
	These criteria include wildlife and plant conservation, human and workers’ rights,
as well as reasonable and performance-based executive compensation.
4. Shareholder engagement3
On your behalf, we:
•

Engage companies in dialogue, encouraging them to improve their practices

•

Make shareholder proposals at targeted companies’ general meetings as needed

•

Vote at general meetings to influence companies’ decisions
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”Does responsible investment pay off?”

BUILDING YOUR WEALTH.
BUILDING OUR FUTURE.

Yes. Above all, SocieTerra Funds and Portfolios are investments with
an attractive return potential.
Companies that meet responsible investment criteria are just
as profitable as other companies – sometimes even more!4

”How does responsible investment benefit everyone?”
Our responsible investment strategies have a positive impact on our
society and the planet.
For example, we initiated talks to lower CGI Group’s carbon footprint,
we are pressuring Enbridge to improve cross-Canada pipeline safety,
and we are working with Canadian National (CN) to improve the
transportation of oil by rail.

Like, follow, blog, comment, share...
OUR RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT EXPERT,
ROSALIE VENDETTE

Rosalie Vendette is passionate about responsible investing and loves sharing her knowledge.
Follow and share with her at:

@

ri@desjardins.com

@Vrosalie

Learn more about responsible investment at:
letsthinkri.com and ethiquette.ca.

In 2014, based on data for Canada published by RIA (Responsible Investment Association).
The order in which Desjardins carries out steps in the RI process may vary depending on the product.
3	
Desjardins has commissioned its partner, NEI Investments, the leading responsible investment firm in Canada, to carry out the shareholder engagement initiative
with external companies.
4	
For example, from 2000 to 2016, the socially responsible Jantzi Social Index® outperformed the traditional S&P/TSX 60 index (stock index that comprises
the 60 largest companies on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX)).
1

The Desjardins Funds are not guaranteed, their value fluctuates frequently and their past performance is not indicative of their future returns.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the
prospectus before investing. The Desjardins Funds are offered by registered dealers.
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